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ABSTRAK

The title of the thesis is "Critical Discourse Analysis on the Jakarta Post Headline Article "Lawmakers Divided Over Govt Plan to Limit Subsidized Fuels". The data was found from Headline article of the Jakarta Post on Tuesday, January 17 2012. The aim of this research is to find out the ideology of Jakarta Post headline article.

This research is qualitative descriptive because it is intended to describe systematically the fact and characteristic of given population or area of interest factually and accurately. Qualitative descriptive is a descriptive that describes the subject into word or picture form rather than in a number form. The data was taken from Jakarta Post website in www.thejakartapost.com. The data is analyzed by Huckin’s method: analyzing the article with word level, analyzing the article with sentence level, and analyzing with the whole of the text.

The article tried to explain that the government reallocated the subsidized budget from the premium fuel to the utilization of gas based fuel in transportation. From the conclusion, the government wanted to replace the premium fuel with the gas based fuel. The increasing of fuel price in the world make the government has no other choice to solve the crisis of energy in the world. The benefit of the use of the gas based fuel will help to increase the nation economic growth. The author of the article has purpose to make the readers not too worry if the restriction plan implemented with providing information about applying gas based fuels in car. Further, the restriction plan will has no effect to motorcycle, fishermen, and public transportation vehicle.
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